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Professional Certifications in Management Accounting. 2. Planning Part 3. Job Costing and Modern Cost Management
Systems. .. most advanced information technologies, including computer systems, software, networking systems.

For example, strong high schools with very low drop out rates of six or seven percent are typical in Japan and
West Germany. The concept of investment management includes the capital budgeting discounted cash flow
methods traditionally studied in accounting and finance courses, but is more comprehensive in that the
organization's portfolio of interrelated investments is considered as well as the projected effects of not
investing. As a result, the dichotomy of capitalism provides a broad framework for the study of management
and management accounting. Both systems include a mixture of state i. Similar ideas can be found at the
practice level in the works of Frederick W. Although some have argued that by the year all workers would be
part of a team 43 , it is likely that there will always be a mixture of cooperation and competition within any
system. These so-called bottom-up organizations tend to be horizontal, flat or lean in that there are relatively
few layers of management. For example, a single production supervisor who's salary normally represents a
fixed cost might be adequate until production reaches a certain level, then a second supervisor would need to
be hired. Tax and Financial Accounting Tax accounting and financial accounting both involve generating
financial reports for external users, although the two reports may be very different. Generally, there are three
broad areas of accounting that include public accounting, governmental accounting and management
accounting. Another way to state this idea is to say that the communitarian management style is process
oriented, while the individualistic management style is results oriented. Then, if the cause can be determined,
some action may be taken to correct the situation. See a graphic view of the Evolution of Management
Accounting. However, as we move through this textbook, we will use these concepts to define and integrate
the components of accounting more specifically. Some examples of these mixed costs appear in the lower left
panel of Exhibit  As indicated in the exhibit, managerial accounting is linked to cost accounting, cost
management, activity management and investment management. Deming argues that these tools, common in
the individualistic organization, are fear oriented and destroy cooperation and teamwork. In contrast, public
schools are relatively weak in an individualistic system. However, in a textbook by William Vatter placed
more emphasis on the internal user of accounting information, rather than the external user. Explain how the
major business concepts, attitudes and practices differ for the two global variants of capitalism discussed in
learning objective 8. Managerial Accounting Managerial accounting and the connecting branches highlighted
in Exhibit provide the focus of this textbook. Labor turnover rates in the U. Activity Management Activity
management, or activity based management, places emphasis on continuously improving the activities and
tasks, or work that people perform in an organization. As a result, this discipline provides a great many
opportunities for students who seek careers in accounting and other areas of management. Although activity
management is part of the cost management system CMS advocated by CAM-I, it is important to make a
distinction between managing costs accounting results and managing activities processes or work. It should be
of special interest to those who do well in accounting courses, but who do not want to become public
accountants. To both classical and neoclassical economists, a free market was self regulating and produced the
maximum social benefits. These include: 1 direct material or raw material, 2 direct labor, and 3 indirect
manufacturing costs, or factory overhead. Production volume is frequently measured in terms of units
produced, direct labor hours used, machine hours used, materials costs or some other production volume
related measure. Step functions can take on many forms as illustrated in the lower right panel of Exhibit  In
two fairly recent books, George Lodge and Lester Thurow provide a structure for understanding the global
economy. A few examples include a manager's decision to reduce research and development, employee
training, and preventive maintenance just to improve short term accounting results. The system depends on
trust, not fear. It is important to understand that while individual freedom represents the greatest strength of
capitalism, it also represents the greatest potential weakness. To Deming, leadership requires knowledge of
processes and an understanding of the variability within the system. In fact, one accounting researcher
calculated that there were over thirty million ways to calculate net income based on the number of
combinations of generally acceptable accounting alternatives Chambers, 4. The models on the left-hand side
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exclude the profit motive, while the models on the right-hand side include the profit motive. The CMA
designation that appears in the exhibits represents "certified management accountant". For example, property
taxes are considered fixed in traditional cost accounting systems that are typically based on production volume
related activities.


